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ABSTRACT

For the production of high performance multilayer systems optical monitoring is essential. Substantial progress was achieved by the introduction of direct monitoring on the rotating substrate holder. It is a complex task to develop a stable monitoring strategy for multilayers with a large number of layers and irregular thicknesses. The verification and improvement requires the feedback of more or less numerous real coating runs. This expensive and time consuming trial and error method can be reduced significantly by computer simulation of coating runs.

A new software tool which simulates the coating process with monochromatic optical monitoring is introduced. Process instabilities are described by systematic and random errors of the deposition rate, refractive indices, etc. For the simulation of the monitoring curve real monochromatic bandwidth, signal noise, measurement frequency, etc. are taken into account. A UV-IR cut filter and a single notch filter design were simulated with virtual deposition runs. In both cases the simulation results were confirmed by real coating processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With state of the art monochromatic monitoring systems the variation of the transmission or reflectance at a selected single wavelength is measured with high accuracy. The layer cut-off condition is coupled to turning-points and therefore linked to the optical thickness. A lot of different direct and indirect monitoring strategies are used in production. Many publications deal with theoretical and practical aspects of optical monitoring. Pre-production analysis of optical coating manufacturability with monochromatic monitoring was described in reference 5.

Substantial progress was achieved by the introduction of direct monitoring on the rotating substrate holder. High accuracy monochromatic monitoring takes advantage of error compensation effects in many cases, but also error accumulation may take place. The stability of the monitoring depends on the monitor wavelengths and potential test glass changes. Sometimes it even makes sense to modify the layer design in order to improve the monitoring stability. It is a complex task to develop a stable monitoring strategy for multilayers with a large number of layers and irregular thicknesses. The verification and improvement requires the feedback of more or less numerous real coating runs. In this paper a new software tool which simulates the coating process with monochromatic optical monitoring using the optical monitor type OMS 5000 from Leybold Optics is introduced.

2. SIMULATION CAPABILITIES

The basic system and the monitoring capabilities of the OMS 5000 are already described. The simulation tool communicates with the original OMS 5000 software which is used on the coating machine. Regarding the optical monitor therefore the simulation is very close to the real coating process. Process instabilities are described by systematic and random errors of the deposition rate, refractive indices, etc. For the simulation of the monitoring curve real monochromatic bandwidth, signal noise, measurement frequency, etc. are taken into account. Also the optical monitoring parameters like signal averaging, monochromatic slit width, trigger point algorithm, etc. can be
specified. Multiple simulated deposition runs can be performed. The simulated monitor curves, the resulting layer thickness errors and the spectra after each layer are recorded and displayed graphically.

2.1 Software structure

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the simulation software tool. For the development of the film design and the monitoring strategy a common thin film design software program is used. The design program generates an LMR formatted run sheet. LMR means Leybold Monitoring Report. The LMR is an XML based file where the syntax of the material dispersion data, layer thicknesses, monitor wavelengths and test glass numbers is specified. The LMR is already used for downloading the layer design into the Leybold Optics coating machines, type Syruspro and Helios. The commercial available design programs OptiLayer, Essential Macleod and FilmStar support the generation of LMR files already.

The simulation program starts with the LMR and creates a process file with the run sheet parameters. In a process table we edit the monitoring system and the machine simulation parameters for each layer. The monitoring parameters are transferred to the OMS 5000 software which has to be installed at the same computer. The machine and process simulation parameters are transferred to the intrinsic simulation program. The simulation software generates a virtual detector intensity. Monitor bandwidth, signal noise, rate and refractive index variations are taken into account. With the input of this virtual intensity the OMS software works in the same way as in a real coating process except the time scaling. Once when the simulated deposition of a layer starts the OMS software gets a start command. The OMS cut-off signal stops the simulated deposition of a layer. From this time the actual virtual layer thickness is stored as actual layer thickness. Then the next layer starts in the same way. The simulation of an 5 hour coating runs takes only a few minutes.

Fig. 1 Software structure of the simulation tool

The generated monitor curves and the spectra after each virtual deposited layer can be monitored live on the screen. Depending on the results one can modify monitoring and simulation parameters or even the monitoring strategy and start a new simulation run. Also multiple deposition runs with the same parameters can be performed.
The simulation tool effectively helps to compare different monitoring strategies and to optimize the monitoring parameters. Also one can find out the critical monitoring and process parameters.

The monitoring parameters basically contain the measurement frequency, the monochromatic bandwidth and signal averaging parameters. Also several trigger point cut-off algorithm are programmed in the OMS and can be selected. The process variations are described by the signal noise of the optical monitor and systematic and random errors of the deposition rates, refractive indices and source shutter delays.

3. SIMULATION APPLICATIONS

3.1 UV-IR cut filter

The reproducibility of a UV-IR cut filter with 42 alternating TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ layers was investigated in a SYRUSpro 1100 box coater with APSpro plasma source. Two different monitor wavelengths were used. The deposition rates were 0.5 nm/s for the TiO$_2$ and 0.8 nm/s for the SiO$_2$. Five consecutive production runs were done. Direct monitoring on the rotating substrate holder was applied. The experimental set-up and the reproducibility experiment of the real coating runs were described in reference 4 already.

![Figure 2 Theoretical transmittance of a UV-IR cut filter](image)

![Figure 3 Monitoring curves of the 1st and 2nd layer](image)

Figure 2 shows the theoretical performance of the 42 layer stack. Figure 3 shows the monitoring curves of the 1st and 2nd layer. The 1st layer stack is monitored in the pass band close to the left edge while the 2nd stack is monitored close to the right edge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error assumptions</th>
<th>Systematic error</th>
<th>Random Error (standard deviation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refractive index H-material</td>
<td>1.0 %</td>
<td>0.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition rates H-material</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition rates L-material</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shutter delay time</td>
<td>0.5 s</td>
<td>0.1 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Error assumptions for the process and machine response

For the simulation a signal to noise ratio of 0.015% rms for the optical monitor signal was assumed. Table 1 shows the error assumptions for the process and machine response. The refractive index of the H-material was assumed to be 1 % higher than calculated in theory with a standard deviation of 0.5 %. The standard deviation of the deposition rates were assumed to be 5 % and 10 % respectively. The shutter delay times which means the time between the OMS cut-off signal and the interruption of the deposition were set to 0.5s in average with a standard deviation of 0.1 s.
Figure 4 shows the simulated refractive index errors of the H-index material of one simulation run. According to the assumption in table 1 the refractive index is app. 1% higher in average. The statistical variations between 0.7% and 1.6% may be higher in other simulation runs since the statistical distribution increases with the number of samples. Figure 5 illustrates the errors of the optical thickness of the individual layers of this virtual coating run. The thickness errors are caused by monitoring errors and the assumed process and machine variations. Also there are very complex interactions between the different types of errors and the cut-off algorithm of the OMS 5000. This may lead to error compensation or error accumulation effects. The nominal physical thickness of the 1st layer is app. 10 nm only while the refractive index was simulated 1.6% higher than the theory. Since the monitor curve doesn’t pass through an extremum the refractive index error cannot be compensated in this case. Therefore the optical thickness of the first layer is 2.8% lower than the theory. As shown in figure 3 the 2nd layer stops at a trigger-point after a minimum is passed. The optical thickness of this layer which was assumed w/o refractive index error is app. 1% higher than the theory. It seems that the thickness error of the 1st layer is compensated at least partly by the 2nd layer. For the following layers it is very difficult to explain the simulated thickness errors because very complex interactions between the actual layer and errors of the previous layers take place.

Figure 6 shows the optical performance of 5 simulated coating runs. Low variations of the performance indicate a stable process. The variation of the wavelength of the transmittance edge is app. 1 nm only. On the basis of the thickness errors illustrated in figure 5 one would expect a worse result. Error compensation effects may take place.

The process and monitoring stability was confirmed by the results of 5 consecutive real coating runs. Figure 7 shows the equivalent results of the monitor glasses. The variations of the transmittance edge is in the same range as simulated. Also the optical performance is very similar to that of the simulations. The statistical variations of the real coatings seem to be larger than the virtual coating runs. The error assumptions may be too optimistic.
3.2 Notch Filter coating

A single notch filter coating with alternating niobia/silica layers was designed and produced with plasma assisted reactive magnetron sputtering. Figure 8 shows the theoretical performance of the filter.

The notch width of 16nm at 532nm reference wavelength and a blocking range of 6nm with an optical density OD > 3.5 led to a multilayer with 140 layers and a total physical thickness of approx. 15μm. The transmittance pass band was specified in the range between 400nm and 520nm respectively 545nm and 700nm. The design consists of relatively thick niobia and very thin silica layers. Figure 9 illustrates the structure of the layer thicknesses. The total thickness of silica was < 1μm with a main thickness range between 3 and 12 nm.
The simulation tool was used to investigate different trigger-point cut-off algorithms. In a first approach a simple offset correction algorithm was simulated. In this case the trigger-point is just shifted by the difference between theory and actual monitor intensity while the scaling is not corrected (algorithm 1). Figure 10 shows the virtual thickness errors of the first 50 layers of a simulated coating run with algorithm 1. In another simulation a more sophisticated algorithm with offset and scaling correction was applied (algorithm 2). Figure 11 shows the simulated thickness errors of the first 50 layers with algorithm 2. It is clear that case 2 is the better solution. This is confirmed by the resulting simulated spectra which are compared in figure 12. Figure 13 shows the performance of 2 consecutive real coating runs which were performed in a magnetron sputtering system, type Helios. This outstanding performance is the result of the accurate monitoring and the stable process of the Helios sputtering system, which allows to control very thin layers with high accuracy. The total process time including handling was < 11 hours. More details of the process are described in another paper at the same conference.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A new software tool which simulates the coating process with monochromatic optical monitoring using the optical monitor, type OMS 5000 from Leybold Optics is introduced. Process instabilities are described by systematic and random errors. For the simulation of the monitoring curve real monochromatic bandwidth, signal noise and measurement frequency are taken into account. The simulation tool communicates with the original OMS 5000 software which is used on the coating machine. Regarding the optical monitor therefore the simulation is very close to the real coating process. The effort for expensive and time consuming test runs can be reduced significantly.

A UV-IR cut filter was simulated with error assumptions of a real coating process. An error discussion indicates error compensation effects. The optical performance of the virtual deposition runs is close to the results of 5 consecutive real coating runs.

A challenging notch filter was investigated by simulation and produced with a Helios magnetron sputtering system. The simulation was helpful to compare different trigger-point cut-off algorithms. The outstanding performance of real coating runs are the result of the accurate monitoring and the stable process of the Helios sputtering system, which allows to control very thin layers with high accuracy.
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